
WRITING A RESUME USING MICROSOFT WORD

Whether youâ€™re writing your first resume or revising your current one, a resume template can help you create a
document that will impress any employer. Microsoft Word has a number of resume templates available for users. Why
Use a Resume Template?.

Share it To share it online, send a link: Near the top of the screen, click Share. Your high school friend might
be impressed by how high you can kick, but your future employerâ€”not so much. A basic resume is also
easier to read. So, which information should you put? The U. Tabs are used to position text at specific
locations horizontally across the page. Customize nested tables Nested tables are tables within other tables.
Some are beautiful; some are not. Type resume into the search box. Change contact information All resume
templates on Hloom. This is just for template design purposes. A polished resume will impress an employer.
Most Word templates designed by Hloom use U. See this video for more. When you click to create a resume,
Word will let you know the download size if it needs to download the template. The following video shows
you the different ways of removing copyrights. Click a resume template that you want to use. Fix
compatibility issues This is a basic overview of how to fix compatibility issues between different versions of
MS Word, and saving files to be compatible with older versions. For example, if you are applying to be a
teacher, include any work or volunteer experiences that involved teaching others or leading a group of people.
This next video will show you the different ways of removing blank pages from your Word resume. Change
the look of bullet lists Many resume templates on Hloom. And PDFs can be easily opened without any issues
on most computer systems. This video will show you the different ways of using tables in Microsoft Word to
organize your content. You'll be on the Templates for Word page. Microsoft Word has a number of resume
templates available for users. Under Share, click Get a Link. Modifying margins can help make your MS
Word resume appear more concise, and can sometimes adjust the content to fit on a single page. Having
dummy text instead of meaningful content allows viewers to focus on the graphical aspects, such as font,
typography and page layout, without being distracted by the content. Watch this video to see how to change
the appearance of those borders. In the list of categories, click Resumes and Cover Letters. The template uses
a table to line everything up. Make the Document Unique to You and the Job Be sure to change all of the
information in the template so that the finished document is specific to you and your skills. Dress to impress.
Some of the templates are already built into Word; others are a quick, free download from Office. Modify
page margins This next video will show you how to modify the template page margins by using default
settings, or by applying your own custom margin settings. These candidates may have missed out on a job
interview due to this small oversight. If you need to add more lines for job experience or education, add rows
to the table by going up to Layout under Table Tools and clicking Insert Below or Insert Above. Themes
simplify the process of creating matching and professional-looking documents. Editing the resume template
Remove copyright notice Many of the resumes listed on Hloom.


